HERE’S THE
TOP PLAN FOR
A BETTER
NEW ZEALAND.

8. LEARNING FOR LIFE.
New Zealand has to meet the challenges of the 21st century.
We need to invest a lot more in early childhood, reduce
assessment, achieve better outcomes through inter-school
cooperation, and improve the standing and pay of teachers.

9. REAL CLIMATE ACTION.
Our planet is on fire. TOP will help fix it by building the
greenest economy in the world. We already have many of the
pieces we need, including agricultural, scientific, and
technological innovation and leadership.

1. HOUSING MARKET REFORM.

10. SMARTER IMMIGRATION POLICY.

Housing: it’s one of the most pressing issues facing our

The TOP test for migrants is, will you improve our standard of

economy. TOP’s Tax Policy will restore housing affordability

living? If the answer is yes, you’re welcome. If not, then thanks

over the long term. In the meantime we must improve the

but no thanks. TOP will make it quicker and simpler for truly

rights of renters and increase the supply of social housing.

skilled people to live and work here.

2. ENVIRONMENT FRONT AND CENTRE.

11. THE DEMOCRACY RESET.

For too long, New Zealand’s environment has been exploited

Almost 700,000 people didn’t vote in 2017. We must restore

to create private profits and social losses. Major polluters

public faith and participation in our democracy, or risk

must face the true cost of their business models, and water

losing it. TOP wants to see a written Constitution to protect

must be priced.

the New Zealand way of life.

3. $200 A WEEK FOR 18 - 23.

12. ALCOHOL REGULATION REFORM.

We have to do better for the next generation of New

New Zealand’s alcohol hang over is at least $6 billion. TOP

Zealanders. As our population ages and Governments refuse

supports raising the off-license purchase age to 20, and

to deal with the cost of superannuation, giving our young

increasing the excise tax by 10%, raising more than $300

people the best start possible is more important than ever.

million for alcohol addiction, youth, and other support services.

4. LEGALISE IT. REGULATE IT. TAX IT.

13. JUSTICE MEANS JUSTICE.

We’re missing out on millions in business, jobs, tax revenue,

Per capita, New Zealand has the second highest

medical, innovation, and other opportunities. The science is

incarceration rates in the Western world. Every year we

in. Legalising cannabis is the best policy approach. Legalise

lock up more people, but the evidence says prison is one of

it, regulate it, and tax it. It’s that simple.

the significant causes of crime. It’s time for a new approach.

5. A 33% TAX CUT.

14. POSITIVE HEALTH POLICY.

TOP’s tax policy fundamentally changes our tax emphasis

Our current health system is the ambulance at the bottom

from income, onto assets. This will create a much fairer

of the cliff. TOP wants an independent organisation like

system, with the wealthiest paying more, and the majority

Pharmac across the whole health system to ensure funding

of wage and salary earners getting a tax cut of 33%.

goes to the greatest benefit.

6. FRESH WATER FAIRNESS.

15. GENETICS FOR GOOD.

Polluters and commercial water users have escaped the true

TOP’s wants to allow scientists to use gene editing

costs of their business models for years. Governments have

techniques, where no new genetic material is introduced, to

surrendered to vested interests and at the price of

help solve environmental, social, and economic problems.

sustainability. It’s time for change.

7. SMALL BUSINESS GROWTH.

16. UBI FOR FAMILIES.
Once world-leading. New Zealand’s welfare system is now

Small businesses are the real backbone of the New Zealand

dysfunctional and broken, creating perverse incentives,

economy. TOP’s tax and other reforms will give small

generational welfare dependency, and other failed outcomes.

businesses the support they deserve.

The evidence says a Universal Basic Income is a better way.

NEW ZEALAND, IT’S TIME FOR FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE.
In the last 20 years, New Zealand’s

How has this happened? Basically,

Zealand must implement fundamen-

OECD ranking has barely changed.

because of the policy choices made by

tal change.

successive

Labour

and

National

Think we’re doing well? In 2019, 10%

Governments. Our main parties have

If you’re reading this, the chances are

of the population controls 60% of the

failed to deliver on our economic and

you want to see a better New Zealand.

wealth. Polluters are trashing our

social promise.

That means doing things differently,

environment. Around 290,000 Kiwi

starting with how we vote.

kids live in poverty. We are experienc-

From housing to health, the environ-

ing a methamphetamine epidemic.

ment to education, climate to canna-

The election in 2020 will be one of the

bis, if we are going to overcome the

most important in our history. It’s

challenges of the 21st century, New

time to Vote Different.

THE LIST GOES ON.

70% OF NEW ZEALANDERS NEVER CHANGE THEIR VOTE IN THEIR LIFETIME.

TO CHANGE NEW ZEALAND, WE NEED YOUR HELP.
If you agree with this TOP plan for

goes a long way. You can also help by

New Zealand, why not join the party?

volunteering! To find out more about

It’s only $20. We always need money,

TOP, our policies, or how you can help

too. We’re fighting big politics and big

make a better New Zealand, visit

money. For us, even a small donation

TOP.ORG.NZ TODAY.

TO MAKE A BETTER COUNTRY, IN 2020, NEW ZEALAND NEEDS YOU TO VOTE DIFFERENT.

